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Summary of Sponsorship Packages

PLEASE NOTE: The list of packages described in this brochure are by no means exhaustive and are meant only as a
guide to the possible sponsorship and brand building opportunities that are available at this event. If you have any specific requirements that you feel are not covered by the packages available, then please do not hesitate to get in touch.
We are always available to help you identify the options that suit your budget while maximizing your value and visibility
at the conference, and if necessary, our marketing team can work with you to create innovative sponsorship packages
tailored to the exact needs of you and your organization.
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Introduction
After the release of the European Commission’s strategies on Hydrogen and Energy System Integration,
Forum Europe will gather expert policymakers, academics, and businesses to debate these strategies. The
Commission hopes that hydrogen will be part of the puzzle that solves the climate crisis and makes Europe
climate neutral by 2050. In that light, many consider hydrogen to be the centre of Europe’s future energy
system, but to what extent is that the case?

Why sponsor the Hydrogen Energy Conference 2020?
> Exclusive speaking positions | Your organisation can contribute to the discussion on the ‘main stage’.
>	
Engaging and Interactive format | Engage in a fully immersive and interactive debate with decision makers,
businesses and policymakers.
> US and global outreach | Convey your message to a broad and international audience.
>	
Networking opportunities | The event will feature virtual networking for all interested participants. Private meeting
rooms can also be booked.
> Visibility Opportunities | Ensure maximum visibility through branding on the event website and marketing activities.

There are various sponsorship packages available for the event, to offer optimum exposure for all budgets available.
These range from higher-end sponsorship packages giving an exclusive speaking position and priority branding, down to
lower cost branding that still provides high visibility and a great value opportunity to raise your profile among the leading
decision makers in this sector.
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Latest Forum Europe events on Energy issues
Forum Europe has held similar events in the past, and most recently hosted “The Green Deal &
The Recovery Plan” on our Forum Vision platform. Themes that were discussed included:
•

How to implement a strategic European Green Deal recovery plan for a post-Covid world and beyond;

•

Breaking down the proposed budget and discussing if it is sufficient in real terms;

•

	
Whether
the proposed package goes far enough to support job creation in “green” sectors and
boost climate friendly innovations;

•

	
The
extent to which digital technologies can play a significant role in achieving the goals set as
part of the Green Deal.

Speakers at the “The Green Deal and The Recovery Plan”event

Daniel Calleja Crespo
Director General DG ENVI,
European Commission

Miapetra Kumpula-Natri
Member,
European Parliament

Terhi Lehtonen
State Secretary,
Ministry of Environment,
Finland

*Positions and organisations at time of contribution

Sandrine Dixson-Declève
Co-President,
Club of Rome

Abraham Liu
Chief Representative to the
EU Institutions and VicePresident European Region,
Huawei

Audience Breakdown

The Green Deal & The Recovery Plan virtual event saw 939 registrations with more participants watching event replays on YouTube
and Twitter. Audience breakdown for this event was as follows:
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32% Corporate Organisations

10% Academic/Student

24%	European Commission/
Parliament/Council

3% 	Diplomatic Mission to the
EU

14% NGO/Not For Profit

3% 	EU Parliament
Representations

12%	National Government/
Regulator

2% 	Journalist/Press
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Sponsorship Packages
€12,000

Platinum Package
à Guaranteed speaking position for a company representative during one of the sessions;

à Guaranteed opportunity for a company representative to be brought up as a ‘first responder’ in the ‘Have Your Say...’
audience interaction session at the end of the day;
à	Named as platinum level sponsor, with company logo included on all pre-event, post-event and event day materials
including:
•		 Conference website and landing page, (along with company description and web link)
•		 All marketing emails
•		 In the ‘reception’ area / home page of the main event platform
• 	In the ‘stage’ area - on backdrop between sessions and prior to the start of panels ; on presentation slide used
during welcome and introduction for each session
•		 On all post event materials, including recorded version of all sessions that are uploaded post-event on social media
à	Opportunity to provide discussion / position paper to be sent to all registered attendees before the event as ‘background
information’ on the topics to be covered;
à	Opportunity to host a private (invitation only) pre-event or post-event networking / discussion session, with the
opportunity to invite other participants to join you for this;
à Opportunity to host a 45 minute session on our ‘showcase’ stage. This will be open to all attendees and promoted as part
of the conference proceedings alongside the main panels and sessions;
à Opportunity to work with the event organisers to set audience polls and other areas for engagement;
à	Ability to suggest names of possible delegates to whom Forum Europe will send on your behalf personalized invitations to
join the event.
à Inclusion of company materials in post-event pack, emailed to all delegates immediately following the conclusion of the event.
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Sponsorship Packages
€9,000

Gold Package

à  Guaranteed opportunity for a company representative to be brought up as a 'first responder' in the 'Have Your Say...'
audience interaction session at the end of the day;
à Named as Gold level sponsor, with company logo included on all pre-event, post-event and event day materials including:
•		 Conference website and landing page, (along with company description and web link)
•		 All marketing emails
•		 In the 'reception' area / home page of the main event platform
•		In the 'stage' area - on backdrop between sessions and prior to the start of panels ; on presentation slide used during
welcome and introduction for each session
•		 On all post event materials, including recorded version of all sessions that are uploaded post-event on social media
à	
Opportunity to provide discussion / position paper to be sent to all registered attendees before the event as 'background
information’ on the topics to be covered;
à	
Opportunity to host a 45 minute session on our ‘showcase’ stage. This will be open to all attendees and promoted as part of
the conference proceedings alongside the main panels and sessions;
à	
Inclusion of company materials in post-event pack, emailed to all delegates immediately following the conclusion of the event.
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Sponsorship Packages
€6,000

Silver Package

à Named as Silver level sponsor, with company logo included on all pre-event, post-event and event day materials including:
•		 Conference website and landing page, (along with company description and web link)
•		 All marketing emails
•		 In the 'reception' area / home page of the main event platform
•		In the 'stage' area - on backdrop between sessions and prior to the start of panels ; on presentation slide used during
welcome and introduction for each session
•		 On all post event materials, including recorded version of all sessions that are uploaded post-event on social media
à	
Opportunity to provide discussion / position paper to be sent to all registered attendees before the event as 'background
information’ on the topics to be covered;
à	
Inclusion of company materials in post-event pack, emailed to all delegates immediately following the conclusion of the event.
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Summary of Sponsorship Packages
The list of packages described below is by no means exhaustive and is meant only as a guide to the possible sponsorship
opportunities that are available at this event.
If you have any specific requirements that you feel are not covered by the packages available, then please do not hesitate
to get in touch. We are always available to help you identify the options that suit your budget while maximising your
value and visibility at the conference, and if necessary, our marketing team can work with you to create innovative
sponsorship packages tailored to the exact needs of you and your organisation.

Benefits
Guaranteed Speaking Position during one of the panels

Platinum

Gold

Silver

✔

	Guaranteed slot in the Have your Say interactive session
with audience

✔

✔

	
Named as Sponsor (at selected level) with logo on all event
promotion materials

✔

✔

✔

	
Opportunity to provide discussion / position papers to
attendees ahead of the event

✔

✔

✔

Opportunity to host a private networking session

✔

Opportunity to host a ‘Showcase session'

✔

Invitation to specific potential delegates sent on your behalf

✔

Inclusion of company material in the post-event pack

✔

✔

✔

€12,000

€9,000

€6,000

Cost (excl. VAT)
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